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Abstract			
The works that I am drawn to consistently

“The power in what you do

have a simplicity to them, why is this so?

does not come from setting

Plainness must be a positive quality: it bears

out to make something

a clarity that helps reveal why a work is

extraordinary, but through

made the way it is. Restraint and necessity

arranging the quotidian.”

are agents for the process of making simple

-Peter Tagiuri

works. The necessary elements are posi-

Overheard in a desk crit

tioned deliberately, in such a way that reveals

Fall 2014.

the way a space is meant to be experienced.
The recognition of multiple readings and
calibrated alignments weigh more profoundly
when plainness is achieved because it is
through simplicity that our senses are
attuned.
A great work is not simplistic, but often bears
simplicity. This investigation explores how to
create works that are subtly intriguing, how
orders are followed and broken, and how
multiple spatial readings create a primacy of
experience.
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Introduction
A state of flow, or finding myself completely

“At times we enjoy complete

engaged with the task of my body is a thing

immersion in immediate

that I have experienced outside of design. For

sensation.... For the moment

me, running, yoga, and prayer are activities

we are free from regret

where I am intentionally focused on the im-

for the past and anxiety

mediacy of breath, movement, and thought

for the future. Perception

instead of worrying about might happen next.

and response are focused.

Being present and fully engaged changes

Environments can aid this

mundane work into pleasure.

immersion not simply by

It is my understanding that getting ourselves

removing distractions but

to this moment is why we pursue a thesis

more effectively by vividly

project. It is the process of finding an area of

engaging our awareness.

interest that fully engages our attention–a

There can be sanctuaries,

question, a tension, an unreachable itch

surprises, strange informa-

that lingers. In seeking and the finding, we

tion, or beautiful things in

become focused in the process of creation

hidden places.”

throughout our lives.

-Kevin Lynch1

1What Time is this Place?
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press Media
Department, 1972), 84.
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Opening | Fall
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Object as spatial interest
On the outside, the wallet appears relatively
normal. A diagonal seam breaks up the
otherwise continuous piece of leather.
An element suggests an inner effect. Upon
opening, this seam reveals itself across the
entire surface alluding to something unexpected on the inside. The interior reveals the
described seam. The diagonal is repeated on
the inside, creating pockets that hold identity
upwards and downwards.
The hinge creates a reorientation, an
unanticipated inner life. This diagonal can
fold along its length, creating surprise that
wasn’t fully understood by seeing the outside
alone.
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Living in-between
Interstitial space is explored within
the program of housing located at
Upper

an inhospitable point–the edge of a
neighborhood that overlooks 6 lanes of
freeway in San Diego, Ca. Instead of blocking
the view of the chaotic freeway and thereby
ignoring the location, how does this site
become an opportunity for creating a useful
connection between the dwelling and the
site, between neighbors, and between family
members?

Ground
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Thesis Probe | Folding Screen

Intended to alter perception through interactive movement and the passage of time,
the visibility beyond the screen fluctuates to
allow for the control of light and view.
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Folding table
How do everyday things become special?
In order to delineate the delight through
quotidian means, the table sets out to be
simple. The construction is straightforward
and is expressed, and the grain and texture
of the pine allows for a reading of how it is
made. The weathered wood shows its history

Morning Sun, 1952

on the untreated top side while the bottom

Edward Hopper2

side is planed smooth. This difference
between the two sides allows for a subtle
distinction between the contrasting states of
open and closed. When closed, the upturned
leg acts as a frame to reinforce the view out
of a window. When open, the legs peg are
exposed on the surface to expose the joint.
Though treated differently, both surfaces
anticipate new histories as they await the
accumulation of the signs of use.

2 Kranzfelder, Ivo Edward Hopper.
Germany: Benedikt Taschen, 1995.
52.
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Persisting | Winter
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Non-place as site
Placelessness is a space that lacks an identity. In architectural terms, placelessness is
often associated with a program of use that
creates this identity deficiency: a gas station,
an airport, a freeway, or a hotel. However,
program of use is not the only way of defining
placelessness; non-places do not attempt to
relate to or amplify an identity. In contrast,
place is differentiated from other space and
is rooted to an understanding of context that
is relational, historical, and identifies with
the local identity.3 The act of differentiation is
what distinguishes place.4
What level of differentiation is necessary to

Photo taken of an abandoned gas station in the
neighborhood of Elmwood, Providence, Rhode Island.
Beyond the missing gas pumps, past the trees and the
fence, is a cemetery.

establish a sense of place? Is an abandoned
gas station with graffiti a place or a nonplace?

3 Patkau, John in “Material Differences,” in Matter and
Mind in Architecture, ed. Pirkko Tuukkanen (Hämeenlinna, Finland: Alvar Aalto Foundation, 2000), 86.
4 Augé, Marc, in Non-place, ed. NY, NY: Verso, 2000. 77
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Latent potential
In A New Life for the Abandoned Service

Station A. L. Kerth writes about the adaptive
reuse of abandoned services stations.5 In
the examples he proposes the new work
maintains the same structure and dimension of the original station while adding an
exterior facade. How could a new structure
be influenced by what was, but facilitate
a new understanding of the connection to
the particularities of place? How are these
relationships poised in a way that does not
conceal the history of the station?

5 Kerth, A.L. A New Life for the Abandoned
Service Station. Massapequa Park, NY:
Kerth, 1974.
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Illustrations from A.L. Kerth altered to highlight pump
islands as markers to the past.
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Connecting to the past

An abandoned gas station next to a
cemetery is a vehicle to understand placemaking. Through framing relationships
and positioning historic fragments of a
abandoned building, the massing creates
alignments between the building’s
circulation and the cemetery’s circulation.
The relationship between the underground of
the station’s tanks and the cemetery’s graves
is an interesting juxtaposition of necessary
stored volumes.
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Transformation through time

A light study combines aspects of previous
studies of the screen and the table, giving
choice to a user to shape light in time.
How does architecture transform something
in a way other than physical movement?
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Connecting | Spring
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Elemental conditions
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Rules and Restrictions

Connections-access and apertures shape
the qualities of light and anticipate the
interaction of people.
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Repetition-an order with variation.

Ripples-a radiating order of offsets and
transformations in section or frames
receding in perspective.
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Alignments-datum lines set up a grid of

Multiple spatial readings-overlaps create

relationships: to the ground, to material

connections between volumes to establish a

coursing, to sectional shifts.

perceptual awareness of multiplicity.
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Spatial overlaps

Folding-the converging of space through two
dimensional drawing; the collapse of information through overlapping planes.
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Writing
Restraint and the minimum are a useful

“Plainness is no accident in

I believe that plainness is necessary to the

resistances for the creation of work. The

architecture… Portuguese

architecture discipline because even things

need for well-designed spaces supersedes

plain is a part of a great

that are ordinary or modest can be done

the need for larger spaces with lavish

tradition, part of a recurring

well, and should be. It is the process of

finishes. How is the minimum done well

theme, which is simply

arranging ordinary things that makes them

in order to create spaces that are richer

a cultural resistance to

special, not seeking to make something

than their dimensions and material palette

unnecessary elaboration or

extraordinary through extreme scale,

suggest on paper? How can simple moves

embellishment.”

complex angles, or elaborate materiality.

and volumes build spaces with resonance?

-Alvaro Siza6

Making through plainness has the potential

What is the smallest a shift can be while still

to elevate something in such a way that only

establishing a valuable relationship?

requires some thought and ingenuity, but not

The works that I am most often drawn to

an increased hard cost budget. The result

have a simplicity to them that is quiet and

is dignified spaces that are experientially

pleasing. For the investigation I want to

pleasant, which are the kinds of spaces

understand the role of deliberate plainness

we need. The agents that I have found to

in architecture today. What is the value of

be most important to my understanding

plainness and how is it helpful to the process

of plainness are: restraint and necessity,

of design? How is it understood and experi-

clarity, and flexibility.

enced by people?

6 Alvaro Siza Qtd. in Malcolm Quantrill, Plain Modern:
The Architecture of Brian MacKay-Lyons (New York, NY:
Princeton Architectural Press, 2005), 27.
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Restraint and necessity allocate the forma-

The program of social housing carries sev-

tion of rules that help position the necessary

eral of the same resistances as my definition

elements of architecture in such a way that

of plainness: a necessity for restraint in

reveals a meaning for why a space is made

dimensions and use of inexpensive materi-

the way it is. To establish restraint, the

als, and a need for the flexibility of unit types

minimum and the maximum are explored

and choice for the users. The latter condition

in the search for the limits to discern how

is especially important when creating social

much of a thing is needed to set up a specific

housing projects because choice is one way

relationship.

to give dignity to occupants.7

Clarity seeks for the patterns and structure
of a work to be articulated and understood

How do I create experiential resonance

so that the building reveals its logic and

through minor means?

contents. A discernible work is simple–but

How does density become an asset rather

not simplistic–when its expriential power is

than an agent to fight against?

greater than can be understood through the

How do I do more with less?

cognitifive recognition of its rules alone.
Flexibility is the design tool that employs
shifts to accommodate differently sized and
located volumes of occupation and access.
It relies on bending the rules to extend and
reduce space as needed.
7 Davis, Sam The Architecture of Affordable Housing.
Berkeley and Los Angeles, CA: University of California
Press, 1995, 107.
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Testing | Shifting volumes
The project begins with gaining access to
light; explored within the double party wall
condition, masses shift away from the back
alley and slightly over the sidewalk, a gap
between units accommodates a view to the
street, and a public program of a laundromat
is elevated to the roof. The central void
creates outdoor single loaded corridors in an
effort to avoid dark, enclosed hallways.
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Flexibility is understood as a design tool as unit sizes
adapt from one to four bedrooms. A spatial extension
through pushed volumes becomes a way of extending the
units to the street and central void.
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Ground plan
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Second level plan
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Third level plan
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Upper level/rooftop plan
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Section through units
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The units vary in height with a shift of two
feet to increase the volume over the living
spaces of the units.

Transverse section
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A sectional shift and a gap in the massing allow for offset
windows that do not align directly with neighboring units,
offering a degree of visual privacy. The stairs meet at
this fault line with the intent of designing a unique visual
experience when passing between levels.
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Necessary programmatic volumes are
articulated through a consistent material
expression. These volumes are carved to
create spaces on each side; for instance, the
corner aperture and wide ledge by the front
door foster a moment of pause for neighborly
interaction, and one side of the bathroom’s
mass is given to the bedroom as a closet.
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Questions
How do I know when to break rules and
restrictions and when to follow them?

How do I contextualize plainness?

What is the role of plainness and economy?

What is the difference between plainness and
minimalism?

In a culture where minimalism is interpreted
as a privileged position, how can plainness
be expressed in a way that appeals to a wide
audience?
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